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Abstract: - Data security and its mechanism found an 
importance role while data storage and sharing in any 
media. Intruder activity is often occurring in case of 
some authentic area such as military or government 
project. Thus to obtain a security of data via image is 
performed via securing the data first using encryption 
technique and further the LSB steganography is 
performed by previous authors. Thus the LSB make use 
of least significant bit to store the data and further image 
to be transferred and further via de-steganography 
approach data can be retrieve. Still the traditional 
algorithm is well known and understands today to 
decode, also the encryption technique utilized is not 
much strengthful. Thus to avoid these drawback and 
limitations, our work present CECIMG (Canny edge 
encryption image steganography) algorithm which 
present the effective storage of data in series way storage 
and retrieval. The algorithm found to be more secure 
than the existing LSB and other steganography 
approach.  Our approach also follows canny edge along 
with blowfish encryption approach for data security. 
Our approach is implemented via JDK8.0 API and 
experiment is performed, thus the proposed algorithm is 
found best as compare with existing technique. 

Keywords: - data authenticity, encryption over data, data 
hiding, multi-level approach. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Information hiding is a science which dates back to 1499, 
and it has long history. It has been used in various forms for 
2500 years. It has found use in military, diplomatic, 
personal, spies, ruler, governments etc. Steganography has 
been widely used, including in recent historical times and 
the present day. Some known examples include:  
Past Early steganography was messy. Before phones, before 
mail, before horses, messages were sent on Foot. If you 
wanted to hide a message, you had two choices: have the 
messenger memorize it, or hide it on the messenger. While 
information hiding techniques have received a tremendous 
attention recently, its application goes back to Greek times. - 
according to Greek historian Herodotus, the famous Greek 
tyrant Histiaeus while in prison, used unusual method to 
send message to his son in- law. He shaved the head of a 
slave to tattoo a message on his scalp. Histiaeus then waited 

until the hair grew back on slave’s head prior to sending him 

off to his son-in-law. Herodotus provides the first records of 
steganography in Greece [13]. - To communicate Greeks 
would etch the message they wished to send into the wax. - 
Coating of a wooden tablet. The tablet would then be 
transported to the recipient who would read the message, 
then re-melt the wax to etch their reply. In order to 
communicate in secret, the army would remove the wax 
completely, carve thesecret message into the wood, and re-
coat the tablet with wax [13]. - Messages were also written 
on envelopes in the area covered by postage stamps to avoid 
the possible detection of the message. Present In today’s 

generation, as most of the people often transmit images, 
audio over the internet, so most of the Steganography 
systems uses multimedia objects like image, audio and 
video as cover sources to hide the confidential data [14]. So, 
on the basis of this, steganography is divided into four 
categories:  Text Steganography, Image Steganography, and 
Audio/Video Steganography Protocol Steganography. 
Future Strength analysis can be defined as process to crack 
the cover object in order to get the hidden data. In general 
terms, it is known as hacking i.e. unauthorized access of 
data during transmission. Future perspective of 
steganography lies on combining steganography with 
cryptography to achieve a higher level of security such that 
even if intruder detects the hidden message, no one can be 
able to decode it. LSB (Least Significant Bit) method is a 
standout amongst the most well-known and least demanding 
techniques for message covering up. In this system, message 
is covered up at all critical bits of picture pixels .Changing 
the LSB of the pixels does not present much distinction in 
the picture and in this way the steno picture appears to be 
like the first picture. In the event of 24- bit pictures three 
bits of pixel can be utilized for LSB substitution as every 
pixel have separate parts for red, green and blue [8]. 

II. RELATED WORK 
The recent work in the field of secure image and data hiding 
approach in image is performed by authors [2]. In this work 
author performed LSB steganography using DES with S box 
strength as encryption model before hiding data in the 
image. They have been worked with three criteria operation 
work as capacity, robustness and the security of data. Where 
these entire three models is been done by three different 
modules such as LSB steganography where the least 
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significant bits were used to further define the pixels where 
data is going to get store. Also before storing the data first a 
security cryptographic algorithm is performed this is DES 
(Data encryption system) for changing plaintext original 
data into the cipher text data. Upon selecting and data 
conversion into cipher text, the pixels are converted to 
decimal and further the least significant bits were calculated 
and then steganography is performed on those LSB 
positions. The two S –box s0 and s1 is used in the encoding 
model as well as decoding model from the complete flow. 
Finally a formation of steno image is done at user 
conversion end. The reverse process is applied for the 
decoding approach and to obtain the original input from the 
user. The experiment performed by them in 64*64 
dimension image and PSNR is computed for the data. The 
average PSNR in DB value is found to be approx. 55.  

III. PROPOSED WORK 
The work discussed in literature contains the different 
approach for data security which increase the key length and 
provide the data security, the further approach can apply to 
enhance LSB to E LSB technique for the proposed work 
along with the symmetric key encryption technique which 
provide the high resolution with low computation time for 
the encryption and decryption as compare to other approach. 
Thus a symmetric key encryption and E-LSB approach can 
be further develop to maximize the security. In ELSB, we 
use all the edge pixels in an image. Here, we first calculate 
the masked image by masking the two LSB bits in the cover 
image. Then we identify the edge pixels by using the Canny 
Edge detection method. After obtaining the edge pixels we 
hide the data in the LSB bits of the edge pixels only and 
send the stego object to the receiver. At the receiver, the 
stego object is again masked at the two LSB bits. Then the 
canny edge detector is used to identify the edge pixels. We 
will get same edge pixels at the sender and receiver since we 
used the same masked image to calculate the edge pixels. 
Thus we identify the bits where data is hidden. Our 
approach use the following phases to compute the 
experiment using proposed technique: Computing Blowfish 
Encryption: a blowfish encryption algorithm is used for 
cipher text generation from plaintext, which are symmetric 
key encryption technique claims the secure encryption 
compare with DES. E-LSB: by using canny edge detection 
the edges pixel chosen for the cipher text data hiding in the 
edges been performed at this stage.  

 

Algorithm CECIMG: 
Input: plaintext, key, base image. 
Output: Stenographic image, key. 

Steps: Begin 
Encoding model { 
Select base image as b-img; 
Select output image name o-img; 
Choose the algorithm to perform encryption and 
stenographic approach; 
Performing data encryption by providing the key from 
the user; 
Choosing edges for message hiding; 
Performing Embed function and generate the output 
image o-img; 
} 
Decoding model { 
Select output image name o-img; 
Choose the algorithm to perform reverse process; 
Performing data decryption by providing the key from 
the user; 
Obtain the original data and showing to the user; 
} 
End; 

The complete algorithm for the encoding model and 
decoding model is performed using which the data security 
can be obtain via cryptography and steganography approach. 
The complete flow of the system is mentioned in figure 1. 
This diagram illustrate the mechanism is performed in our 
approach. 

 

Figure 1: proposed algorithm flow. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL & RESULT ANALYSIS 
Our proposed algorithm is performed using JDK 8.0 API, 
where the Utilized system configurations as Windows 10 
OS, 4 GB RAM, 750 GB hard disk, i3 processor. The 
experiment performed on net beans IDE and algorithm is 
executed on different images. Upon performing the result 
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analysis on algorithm with LSB and Canny edge detection 
and steganography on it. The following results were 
obtained by performing experiment using DES-LSB and 
CECIMG algorithm. 

 

Table 1: results obtain using Existing algorithm model. 

The given tables represent the result from the existing 
approach where the capacity of the image and computed 
PSNR in DB is stated which is further compared with 
proposed algorithm. 

 

Table 2: results obtain using proposed algorithm. 

 

Figure 2: comparison analysis bar graph between existing & 
proposed technique. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Data security and its usage at different secure sector is an 
important task in every area. In this paper proposed 
algorithm CECIMG is introduced where the algorithm aims 
to produce an effective output image where data with high 
security and in best way it can be store and utilized. The 
algorithm makes use of blowfish encryption technique along 
with canny edge detection for hiding data over image. Upon 
performing simulation using java platform the result 
computed shows the efficiency of the proposed algorithm 
over the existing scenario, the work can be implemented in 
real time for computing high security. The proposed work 
can be further implement with cloud service where the data 
can be outsource to cloud in image form via CECIMG 
algorithm. 
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